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ABSTRACT

We show that the fluctuation cross section for the generalized-exciton

or nested-doorway model can be obtained explicitly and exactly in the limit

that doorways of successive classes have very different widths, r >>rn+1>

and that the doorways of a given class are overlapping, F > D . The result

is given in terms of experimentally observable quantities, and explicitly

separates the compound and pre-compound contributions. It contains the rp-

suits of previous, more specialized, models HS limiting cnses. ',"'J-'At I
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A prc-cqiiilibriura reaction is one which by definition is more complex

than ii I-stcp or direct reaction,but less complex than one which passes through

a compound-nucleus or thermally equilibrated intermediate stage. The doorway

picture is the one most generally applied to understand such reactions, and

the excitou model is its most thoroughly studied example. Feshbach, Kerman,

and Koonin, in an important recent contribution, divide pre-equilibrium re-

actions in Rcncr.il into multi-step-direct and multi-step-compound components,

primarily on the basis of angular distributions, the former being forward-

peaked and the latter symmetric about 90°.

Employing this terminology, we wish to discuss here a derivation of the

multi-step compound compor*.-it of the pre-equilibrium cross section in the

generalized exciton i'<>< » / model. It is a derivation which employs a

nested set of energy a* »/«•», and its principal merits are algebraic simpli-

city, a close connectÍJIÍ t> experimental data, and a division of the cross

section into additive r /'.ributions characterized by different time delays.

We arc aware of our distinct derivations (including the present one)

of this multi-step cf»,ound cross section, all very different and all inter-

esting because they ap«ear to be based on distinct assumptions. Our purpose

in the present contribution is to provide the full details of our approach

(a condensed version oi which has been published e'sewhere ), and to compare

its assumptions with those employed by other authors.

Stated very briefly, the approach of Agassi et al. employs the

original exciton model, using shell-model particle-hole states as its

excitons. ir expands the fluctuation amplitude in a Horn series, which it

energy averuges term-by-term, employing the ergodic theorem to replace

incident-energy averages by averages over ensembles of random matrix element*.



The assumption of random phases for all matrix elements (potential and S-matrix

elements) is central to all approaches as is the assumption that T » D for

each class of doorways. One of the further key assumptions of Agassi ci al.

seems to he tint of a large number M of open channels, since their result

seems to he the leading term in an expansion in powers of M .

The second approach, by Feshbach ct al., employs the Feshbach coupled-

channels formalism to ohtnin a formal expression for the fluctuation amplitude,

in the basic <f|vr.V|i> form. fi(E) supplies the fine-structure resonance

poles, whose residues are assumed to be modulated by doorway states; these

residues are thus found to have the same VCV form, with the new ('t(E) con-

taining the doorway poles. Their residues in turn are modulated by a class

of wider doorways and so have their own poles, thus developing a hierachy of

doorways, all assumed overlapping. These authors employ several rather special

assumptions, such as their "chaining" hypothesis, (that doorway states of cluss

n couple only to those of classes n * 1) hut one of their key assumptions seems

to be that the reaction entrance channel couples only to class 1 (broadest

doorways), which never couples directly to the exit channel.

The third approach is one under development by Friedman, which dispenses

with phase information from the outset, and treats the flow of probability

between the various classes of doorways as the flow of a classical, incom-

pressible fluid. Remarkably, this approach finds that the geometrical series

describing .tny number of "round trips" between pairs of classes can be

summed to provide just the llauser-Feshbach type of denominators which appear

in the other approaches. Because there is no explicit reference to resonances

or even energy-dependence, the question of energy averaging never arises in

this approach.



ii. THE; GENERALIZED KKM APPROACH

A. o and the P-matrices

The present npproach is algebraically simpler than that of Agassi

et al., because they begin with the assumption that the matrix elements of

the scattering potential are random in phase, and so are lead to average over

products of an arbitrary number of them in the Born series for the scattering

amplitude; in contrast, we start from the assumption that this same random-

ness produces nimlom phases in the residues of the resonance poles, which

occur only quadratically in the cross section. Furthermore, the algebra is

simplified relative to that of Feshbach et al. because we are able to make use

of algebraic results previously obtained by Kawai, Kcrman and McVoy (KKM)

in treating fluctuation cross sections in the absence of doorways. These

results follow directly from the fact that the S-matrix can be written

1 s I * £ f l , 12-1)

with

«a _ 8 8 i

(2.2)

and
<S™,> = 0. (2.3)

which can be achieved as indicated in Ref. 7. We then have

<a f\> -<|Sfl,|2>
« ' ' " Í2.4)

* XccXc'c' + Xcc (Xc'c

as well ;is enrrrçy-averaged unitarity,



I = SS*> = S S* • <S f lS f l >

= S S + X Tr(X) • X .

where

v41 /2<vv; • (2-6)
II)en eliminating the matrix X̂  between these two equations expresses n ' in

terms of the optical S-matrix, !>. Although this is complicated in general,

3 2

arguments IIMVC liccn i;ivi;n which tnJic.itc that the X term of (2.5) is çenor.-ill

much smaller by ennee 11 at ion than its first term, if the number of open channuK

M is largo. NcRlectiiiB it i>ivi*s X ami *c> a diri-ctly in terms of S S ,

the result in the ease of no channel coupling being just the Mauser-Fcshh;u'h

expression.

This aii'chra requires the assumptions
n) M » I

h) I' » I» (2.7:i)
+

C ) S S « |

The last condition represents the assumption of strong absorption out of the

cPrei't channels; the results stated are certainly most reliable in this limit,

but the exact upper limit on the eigenvalues of S S is not yet clear. In

onler lo nenera I i zt> these results to thr case at haml, of a nested sequence

of doorways, we seem to require the additional conditions

A) rn » r n H . 12.71,,

' V n " '- <X->KW

to be explained lie low.



Hie full argument is this. The fundamental assumption of our approach

(and of all others) is that the various resonances and fine-structure states

of the scattering system do not have a continuous distribution of widths, but

rather organize themselves clearly into a hierarchy of "classes", correspond ing

in time to the "st;ij»cs" through which the reaction proceeds. If, following

Ref. 3, we call the first (in time) stage or class number 1, our "well-

nested" condition on the widths is

where the resonances of width = P arc the actual fine-structure or compound-

nucleus eic.en-ítates of the system. The states of class n clearly contribute

prc-cqui Iibrium flux fo the reaction which appears with an average time-delay

of n/rn.

Hi cause i f" the condition of Kq. (2.8), we c;in define a nested sequence

of ener.ny-aver.ifiini; intervals I by interpolating the I 's between the P 's,

r . > i • r . c.o)
n-1 n n

This permits us to define N different optical S-matrices, S = <S>. , by
n

avcraning the reaction excitation functions over these N intervals;

§ (F-| will contain the poles describing tlic resonances of class (n-1). E.g.,

S(liJ rr;illy contains only the fine-structure resonances, of class N, but their

port in I width, art- modulated by the "deepest doorway" states, of class N-1,

in such a way that an average over 1N produces an <S>. which contains the

"effective poles" of class (N-1J. These poles are themselves doorway-modulated

in such a way that <fL(E)> has the effective poles of class (N-2), etc.

If the contribution of rhe levels of class n is written as



-í") .í")

we follow KKM in defining a Matrix X for each class, by

As in KKM, averaging only over the smallest energy defines an optical S-matrix

which we call S., S>, ,

£ = IN * 5N"' • (212)

with S^ given hy (2.10), and, via thr KKM manipulation,

But, as mentiuncd, any doorways present must appear in L , and averaging over

an interval IN . separates out those doorways of width Tj, . and defines a

second optical S-matrix §„ .,

with <S^ ... * 0. Continuing in this way we can decompose S into con-

tributions from all its distinct classes of doorways,

[l • (-MS)

fi.The essential feature is that since each :> averages CO zero over its own

interval, < ^ S > will contain no cross terras, so the cross section averaged

over 1, is



simply by applying the KKM arguaent to each class.

'Die connection with transmission matrices is obtained similarly. Prom

nnitarity and l.t|, Í2.12) we have

(2.17a)

so wo can define a Satchler penetration matrix relative to averaging interval

(2.17b)

which is exactly as in Ref. 7 hecause the resonances of class N cannot decay

dnwnward. Doinp the some with (iq. (2.14) Rives

and subtracting thi* from 1 and rearranp.inR gives

cinployins in the last line the abovement ioned approximation, for which the

condition of many open channels is necessary. Here we have defined



í*= <PnV. • (22O>

which we shall use for genera* n. Physically, the extra ter» in (2.19)

relative to (2.17) is due to the fact that the states of class N-l can

decay downward as well as upwards, while those of class N cannot.

Since the manipulation of (2.19) can be carried out for general n,

it gives X in tons of the transmission matrices,

P - P ,
X n = -" " " . (2.21)

It is in this way that direct contact with experimental data is

achieved. For the P \s are in principle obtainable by fitting the "direct"

part of the cross section at stage n (i.e., after averaging over I ) with

optical potentials (or coupled-channel calculations, if the channel couple

"directly" at this stage) to extract S and so P = 1 - S 5*. This
-n -n —n —n

clearly requires knowing what the fundamental widths F are in the sequence

of Lq. (2.a), in order to be able to chouse the I intervals correctly;

presumably they are most readily accessible from an analysis of Ericson

fluctuations. In any case, inserting (2.21) into (2.16) gives the

fluctuation cross section in terms of the "optical" transmission matrices

of the problem,

cc> 'i 1

(2.22)

'«I
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IU|. (2.22) is our central result. Its essential feature, which

distinguishes it fro», e.g., a similar result by Agassi ct al. , is that

it is automatically separated, by the use of nested energy-averages, into

contribution-; corresponding to different time-delays. E.g., if only the

energy average over the smallest interval !„ were performed, the corrcs-

Itondiiig '" ». would contain only thr last tern of fcq.(-.-l). The others,

which correspond to time-delays less th.m K/I... could not be distinguished

from thr direct-reaction components in ;• measurement whose energy-resolution

is Ali = !„. Thus, using successively wider energy-averaging intervals

moves successively wore of the prc-compound components from a ir into o .

The fact that <» > is given by T.<\. (2.22)t$ a SUM of generalized llauser-

Fcshbach terms evidently means that the well-nested condition, Eq.(2.R).

implies that ;in cf|iiilibration among the degrees of freedom of each class m

is reached before the system decays back into the open channels.

B. o and the T-Matrices

The transmission matrices/PXarc related as directly as possible

to experimentnl data, but they are conceptually a bit complex because it is

their differences that .ire related to ;i single class of states. Previous

6-9

authors IMVC found it convenient to introduce a different set of trans-

mission «ntrices, T , defined as in Eq. (4) hut for the hypothctic.il caseof ;m S-matrix that -ontains only the nth class of resonances (which thtr;

have no P , ,inu decay only

the doorways ".ibove" them.

have no P , ,inO decay only directly to the channels without passing thronrh



II

To obtain the (linear) relation between the P*s and the T'S. we

consider first the rase of just two classes of resonances, fine-structure

and one type of doorway. Me recall fro» E). (2.10) that

* lltí1'^ = r í ! ) (2.25!
C c

is the average part in I width for *he decay of the levels of class 1

(doorways) "upward" into channel c, sr> that

(2-24)

J •<r^J l'r' i

Then if we ilcfinc

as the transmission matrix to the channels from the levels of class I in

the .ihscncc of downward coupling to class 2, ami also define the branching

ratio for downward deeny,

r]
= (22*>r

1
we have

7
I

Then,
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I,

l i|'

I2

which defines iy as the limit to which IV, goes when the classes arc de-

coupled, i.e., when |i.. = 0. It is important to realize that x_ = I',-T.

does not depend on u,,, for P. * 1-Ŝ .S only measures the upward coupling

of class 1, and so is itself independent of ii.,. Eq. (2.28) clearly shows

that the fine-structure levels of class 2 are fed both through the doorways

(T_. U.J) firn.1 directly from the channels (x^)- However, note that T~ defined

in terras of V not P_, so that, unlike P,(E), it does not have doorway-

sta-s c energy dependence. We are introducing the T/S only for comparison

with tnc work of other authors, and it is clear that they view all T'S as

being free of doorway-type energy dependence. Hence in order to agree with

their usage, we shall introduce the T'S only through equations which aro

always averaged over the full internal I . In particular, in the present

case,

In the case of three classes, the total width of the levels of class 1

is

r, = rj • T\2 * r{3 , (2.30)

so that T
P.-Pj = X. TrfX.) * J- T s (1-u.,- P..) T (2.31)-1 -I -1 -1 ij -I U 13 -1
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Similarly,

<P2-P3>1 = <X2Tr X 2 > 1 = < T i 2,

(2.32)

in which, if the last step is not justified, it can be taken as a definition

of <r_/r_>.. Its importance is due to the fact that g ' describes only

the upward coupling of the states of class 2; it is thus not affected by

the presence of class 3, so we can employ Eq. (2.29) to identify the second

factor in Fq. (2.32) as (Tj U , , • !2)» giving

Í2.33)

These results can be extended to more clar-ses by induction, the general

result being

n-1
with D n j • ^ w i B 0 l j f f2.34b)

where \>.. s 1. D. | = 1.

lj ri»)

is the i - j "downward" mixing parameter, given in terms of the effective

interaction V that couple» the classes of states. Mote that
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(2.36.)

We also note iti passing that Eq. (2.11) and (2.19) (for general n) guarantee

the usual unitarity sum rule, which in terms of the T'S takes the form

fi N

f s
Subst i t nt ing Eq.(2.35) into Eq. (2.22) re-expresses <o > in

terms of the T'S giving it a form which we can adequately illustrate by

the case of only two classes. Assuming,for simplicity of notation, that

the t's have no c i c1 terms (absence of direct-reaction channel coupling),

we have in this case

<an.y. s <fT.l • —"*** -< « — i i i -i c c _ ,_)>5JJ

The second term of this equation, symmetric in c and c1, is the llauser-

Peshbach term for the long-lived compound-nuclear stitcs (2), which arc

entered l>nth ilircctly from the channels (T.) and through the class-1 door-

wnys U.l'p ' j_,r./r.), The first term of Eq. (2.38)describes that part of

tho reaction which occurs wirh the shorter time-delay n7J\, ami so passes

only throii|>lt the doorway st.itcs without renching class 2. It is not sym-

metric in c :iml c' If we interpret (T.) as the transmission coefficient

into the doorways from channel c and n-I^HlJc.-i/'MT.j) a» the branching

ratio for dcc.-iy back to c'. This latter interpretation follows from Fqs.(2.:vi)

and (2.SS) wliich give



fcl}c'c« rí ric- ric'

summed over the exit channels c' this gives £ (r, ,/F.) = 1 - T./f.,
c, ic i i i

which is less than unity because the doorways also lose flux downward to

class 2. This loss of flux is in fact irreversible in the first (doorway

only) term of liq.(2.38) it docs not return to class 1 from class 2 in

this term, ind so destroys time-reversibility and hence the symmetry in c and

c'. The physical reason that this ti:rm contains no "up-feed ing" is tli.it

it describes only the prompt contribution to «3 >; keeping only lowest

order in r,/r. « 1 essentially gives class 2 an infinite time-delay relative

to the doorways, and so includes 2 •+ 1 feeding only in the compound-nucleus

term. This lack of up-feeding is an essential physical feature of the

general expression lii|.i 2.22) .that is automatically introduced by the use of

well-nested energy averages: the term contributed by class n, although it is

fed from and decays to all classes above it, contains no feeding from the

longer-lived states below it. We also note in passing that this tern (for

n < N) contains the factor T /? , and so vanishes if P /? * 0. This is as

n n n n

it should be, for T /T •+• 0 only if cither that class of doorways is decoupled

from the channels altogether if - 0), or if their lifetime becomes so short

that they cease to function as doorways at all (I' > •"}.

The above results solve the nislcd-doorway problem in general, with-

in the constraints imposed by liq. u.7) but by considering Uniting

cases we can make contact with previous approaches to the problem.

a) Isospin mixing through a single class of doorways (isobaric

analog states) has been discussed l>y Crimes ct al.' and by llarncy ct a 1 '

It was subsequently discussed by Line, who showed that their expressions
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for <o > are equivalent, and that both can he written in exactly the fora

of our Uq.f2.3S) for the N=2 case, provided that one assumes <T.r.> - 't.><T.>.

These authcrs have obviously dropped the T , terms (c i c') for simplicity,

but they are readily restored if needed.

b) The "chaining approximation" of Icslibach et a l . 3 assumes that

(1) only nearest-neighbor classes couple with each -.ither, i.e., ii = 0
mn

unless |m-n| <_ 1; (2) the incident channel c couples only to class I;

(3) class n decays directly to the exit channel c1, without returning

throui'.h class»"; m < n ; and (4) direct-react ion channel coupling is neglected.
m-1

In this case the matrix u of liq. (2.34)is D a n |i. v ., and, again

assumir.)» -'i i > - < T >''T >,

f \ _ *n=l k=l '* * " " ' Tr(T )
—n

r+ _ (2-40)
n-l,n, r.c1

^ 1 C C nxl -i '2 r , ,
n-1 i»

which is the result given in Ref.3; we have used 12q.(2.i4) and assumed,

with Peshbach ct al.," that (Tr X ) - Tr T , implying that direct decay

to the channels dominates for all classes and most channels.

c) In flic "strong mixing" limit, defined by I"n » r* for all

n ' M (eiptivalcnt to P -P . « X Tr X = 0, we have JL. Tr Xu = T T , and
—n —n*i -n —n —« —N '.• -n

llq.f '.22J reduces to

(2-4.)

Tr d V
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which is just the Mauser-Feshbach formula for the f ine-structure s tates

alone, a l l doorway e f f e c t s having vanished. In the opposite l imit of

zero nixing between the c l a s s e s , 11.. = 0, each c las s couples only tr> the

channels and wo have

<,-,fl'( . = < J n cc -n e 'e ' " «•"' ~" *• *• - C . i : ;
I C ' ' l n Tr r I ,

•n 1

d) In tin- l imit that only c lass 1 couples to the channels (T > 0,

m t 1) , a l l t l\c forms of V.t\. (10) cont r ihntc, but combine to give

l 1 ^ C l )

All flux to the "internal" c lasses imist enter and exi t through c l a s s 1,

and the iii-i e f fect is the same cross sect ion as though the other c lasses

wen- not present at a l l .

We wish to thank \ . K. Kerman and W. A. FritsKm for st i mi hit in»

discuss ions .
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